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Abstract

(141. Using these codes, dense problems up to order
1000 have been solved successfully on desktop personal
computers. In this paper we extend these accuracy enhancing techniques to the frequency-weighted approximation methods related t o the balancing method introduced by Enns [3].

In this paper we develop computational techniques
with enhanced accuracy for two frequency-weighted
model reduction approaches, namely, balanced truncation, and singular perturbation approximation. New
stability-enforcing choices of the frequency-weighted
grammians can guarantee the stability of reduced models for two-sided frequency weights. Several numerical
examples show the effectiveness of the new approximation techniques.

One difficulty with the Enns' method is the lack of
any guarantee of stability of the reduced model in
the case of two-sided weighting. We propose here
a new parametrized selection scheme of the grammians which combines the advantages of Enns' method
with those of the stability guaranteeing technique proposed in [6]. Alternative stability-enforcing schemes are
also proposed
which offer additional flexibility in using
.
frequency-weighting techniques with easily computable
error bounds. The new schemes provide a wide range of
possibilities for choosing grammians to be used for the
frcqucncy-wcightcd model reduction. For all choices of
grammians, square-root formulas are developed. These
formulas allow the usage of balancing-free squaroroot
methods for the frequency-weighted balancing related
model reduction methods.

1 Introduction
Consider the n-th order stable original state-space
model G := (A, B, C, D) with the transfer-function mat% (TFM) G(X) = C(XI - A)-'B + D, where X = s
is the complex Laplace-transform variable in the case
of a continuous-time system or X = r is the complex
Z-transform variable in the case of a discrete-time system. Let G . := (A,, B,, C,, D,) be an r-th order approximation of the original model ( r < n ) , with the
T F ~ G,(X)
I
= CJXI A,)-'B, + D,. he methods
for frequency-wezghted model reduction (FWMR) try t o
make as small as possible a weighted error of the form

-

Several numerical exa~nplesillustrate the additional
gain in flexibility provided by the new selection
schemes. An interesting aspect revealed in these examples is the apparently better robustness of the singular perturbation approximation method, which leads
not only to lower approximation errors but also stable
ones, even when the balanced truncation method failed.

where W, and W, are suitably chosen output and input weighting TFMs, respectively. The presence of
weights reflects the desire that the approximation be
more accurate at certain frequencies where W, and/or
W, have larger singular values. Several controller reduction problems addressing closed-loop stability and
performance preserving can be formulated as special
one-sided or two-sided FWMR problems [I].

2 Accuracy enhancing m e t h o d s
A large class of model reduction methods can be interpreted as performing a similarity transformation Z
yielding

Reliable numerical methods for unweighted approximations are well understood and accompanying robust numerical software based on square-root and balancingfree accuracy enhancing techniques is freely available
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:=
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(1)

and then defining the reduced model G, as
(Ar,BT,Cr,Dr) = (All, B i , CI, D).
When writing
T

1

,

Z-l:=[;],

then Il= T L is a projector on T along L, and L T = I,
Thus the reduced system is given by
(A,, B,, C,, D,) = (LAT, LB, CT, D).
The matrices L and T are called truncation matrices.
Partitioned forms as in (1) can also be used to construct
a -called singular perturbation approzimation (SPA).
The matrices of the reduced model in this case are given
hv

where y = 0 for a continuous-time system and y = 1
for a discrete-time system. Note that SPA formulas
preserve the DC-gain of an original stable system.
The emphasis on improving the accuracy of computations has led to secalled algorithms with enhanced accuracy. In many model reduction methods, the matrices L and T are determined from two positive semidefinite matrices P and Q, called generically grammians.
In general, the grarnmians satisfy appropriate matrix
Lyapunov equations which can be solved directly for
the upper triangular Cholesky factors S and R (i.e.,
P = SST, Q = RTR). The computation of L and T
can be done from the singular value decomposition
RS =

[ UI U2 ] diag(C1, Cs) [

VI

v
2

[9] in which L and T are always well-conditioned.
A balancing-free square-mot ( B F S R ) algorithm which
combines the advantages of the B F and SR approaches
has been introduced in 113). L and T are determined
as
T =X,
L = (YTX)-'YT,
where X and Y are n x r matrices with orthogonal
columns computed from two QR decompositions

with W and Z non-singular and upper-triangular. The
reduced model obtained in this way is related to that
one obtained by the SR approach by a non-orthogonal
state coordinate transformation. Since the accuracy of
the BFSR algorithm is usually better than either of S R
or B F techniques, this approach is the default option
in high performance model reduction software [14].
The SPA formulas can be used directly on a balanced
minimal order realization of the original system computed with the S R method. A BFSR method to compute SPAS has been proposed in [12]. The essence of
this method is t o construct truncation matrices L and
T such that the system (LAT, LB, CT, D ) is a minimal
realization of the original system and the product of
corresponding grammians has a block-diagonal structure which allows the application of the SPA formulas.
Provided the Cholesky factors R and S are known, the
computation of matrices L and T can be done by u s
ing exclusively numerically stable algorithms. Even the
computation of the singular value decomposition of R S
can be done without forming this product. Thus the
effectiveness of the SR or BFSR techniques depends
entirely on the accuracy of the computed Cholesky factors of the grammians.
In the unweighted balanced truncation (BT) method
proposed originally in [7], P and Q are the standard
controllability and observability grammians satisfying
a pair of continuous-time (c) or discrete-time (d) Lyapunov equations

IT,

where
Cl = diag(o1,. .. ,or),

Cz = diag(o,+l,. . . , o n ) ,

a n d 0 1 2 ... > o , > a , + l ? . . . > o , 2 0 .

(4

The secalled square-root ( S R ) methods determine L
and T as [ l l ]

L = c;'I~uTR,

Id)

T = SV~C;'/~.

( AA P~ +QP+AQT +AB+BCT~ C
( AA PQAA~++ CB B~ TC PQ

=
=

=
=

o

o

(3)

These equations can be solved directly for the Cholesky
factors of the grammians by using numerically reliable
algorithms proposed in [5]. A S R version of the BT
method has been proposed in [Ill and a B F S R version of this method is described in [13]. A B F S R version of the SPA method is described in 1121. In section 4 we show how t o compute the Cholesky factors of
frequency-weighted grammians which allow the usage
of SR and B F S R techniques for frequency-weighted
balancing-related model reduction methods.

This approach is usually numerically very accurate for
well-equilibrated systems. However if the original system is highly unbalanced, potential accuracy losses can
be induced in the reduced model if either of the trunca.
tion mattic= L or T is ill.conditioned (i.e., nearly rank
deficient).
To avoid ill-conditioned truncation matrices, a
balancing-free (BF) approach has been proposed in
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3 Frequency-weighted balancing related m o d e l
reduction

Since PLand QL satisfy this time Lyapunov equations
of the form (3) (but with different B and C matrices),
stability is normally automatically guaranteed 181. As
with the Enns' method, no easily computable a pn'ori
error bound exists for this approach. The main weakness of this approach is the requirement that no pole
zero cancellations occur when forming GW, or W,G.
For example, this restriction prevents the applicability
of this method t o solve controller reduction problems
involving weights such as those introduced in [I].

According to the choice of so-called frequency-weighted
grammians, two basic approaches are presently used
to solve FWMR problems. Each of these approaches
can be used in conjunction with either the BT or SPA
methods, and the resulting methods can be termed
as frequency-weighted balanced truncation (FWBT) and
fwquency-weighted singular perturbation appmzimation
(FWSPA) methods, respectively. Note that the usage
of the SPA method in conjunction with FWMR a p
pears to be new, no mentioning of this method in the
literature being known to the authors.

A modification of the method of Enns which guarantees stability in the case of two-sided weights has been
proposed recently by Wang et el. [15] for continuoustime systems. With some preliminary assumptions, this
approach allows the computation of an a pn'ori error
bound for the weighted approximation error, which in
some cases appears to be helpful in guiding the choice of
the order of the reduced ordec model. The two grammians Pw and Q w are determined in [15] as the solutions
of the appropriate pair of Lyapunov equations

The first FWBT approach has been proposed by Enns
in [3]. Assume G and the two weights W, and Wi are
all stable TFh'Is, and let W, = (A,,B,,C,, Do) and
Wi = (A;, B;,Ci, D,) he minimal realizations of the
weighting matrices. Consider the following realizations
of GW, and W,G:

-

-

where B and C are fictitious input and output rnatrices. These matrices are computed from the orthogonal eigendecompositions of the symmetric matrices
X = -APl1 - P1lAT and Y = -ATQll - QllA:
be the partitioned controllability grammian of GbVt and
the observahility grammian of W,G, where Pll and Qll
are n x n matrices. The approach proposed by Enns
defines
PE = PII, QE = Q I I
(7)

where 0 and r are-real dizgonal matrices. Specifically,
according to 1151, B and C are determined as

as the frequency-weighted controllability and observability grammians, respectively. Although, successfully
employed in many application, this nlethod lacks an
easily computable a p n o n error bound and the stability of the reduced model is not guaranteed in the
case of two-sided weighting, unless either W, = I or
W, = I. Moreover, occasionally, quite poor approximations result even for one-sided weighting (see Example
2 in 1151). For supplementary details on this approach
see [I, 151.

where I . 1 denotes a matrix formed from the absolute
values of its elements. Provided rank [E B] = r a n k g
-T.
.
and rank [ETC T ] = r a n k c ~t 1s also proven in 1151
that
IIWo(G - G,)WiII, 5 ktrC2,
(11)

-

where k = PIjW,LII,jIKW,Ij,
with L = CC# and I( =
2 # (X#
~ denotes the pseudo-inverse of X). It is easy
to see that with this choice of grammians we have Pw PE =: APw (! apd Q w - Q E =: AQw 2 0. Thus,
the system (A, B , C ) is minimal ~rovidedthe original
'yStem is minima'.

>

The second approach was proposed in 16, 101 and, under certain circumstances, guarantees
in the
case of two-sided weighting. Provided PZ2and QZ2are
nonsingular (a condition ensured because the realizations of W, and W; are minimal), the two grammians
are chosen as

PL =
QL

=

p11 -PIZPZ;~P&,
-1
T
& I I - Q12Q22 Q12

It appears that in some cases the sizes of A
J'w an_d
AQw can be reduced by another choice of B and C .
Consider 8 = diag (B1,82) and I? = diag ( r l , r 2 ) in
the decompositions of X and Y in (10) partitioned such
that el > 0 and 8 2 5 0, I?l > 0 and r2 5 0. Partition

(')
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U and V in accordance with the p3rtitioning of 8 and
r, respectively, and define B and C as

4 Square-root techniques
In this section we show how square-root formulas can
be employed t o compute the grammian matrices for the
specific choices described in the previous section. A s
sume and are the Cholesky factors of P and in
--T
-T(6), respectively, satisfying P = S S and
= R R.
These factors can be computed using the method of
Hammarling (51 to solve directly for the Cholesky factors the appropriate continuous-time (c) or discretetime (d) Lyapunov equations

With this choice, provided similar rank conditions are
fulfilled, an error bound as in (11) holds with a smaller
k (L and K have smaller norms) and a possibly smaller
norm C2.
It is possible to construct frequency-weighted grammians which, in a way, combines the approaches of (6, 101
with Enns' method [3]. In a combination method we
can use as frequency-weighted gra~nmians

{---

(d)

A;PA'+B,B:

=

A,QA,+C,C,

=

-T--

-T-

p

-

Q

where for a, = a, = 0 we have the choice for Enns'
method, while for a, = a, = 1 we have the choice
for the method of [6]with stability guarantee. Because
stability is guaranteed for a, = a, = 1, it is t o be expected this t o be also true for nearby subunitary values
of a, and a, (on the basis of a continuous variation
of spectrum with a, and a,). Thus, stability will be
guaranteed in a whole neighborhood of a, = a, = 1 regardless of whether pole-zero cancellations occur. This
feature can be seen as a simultaneous enhancement of
each of the methods in [3, 61.

The solution of these Lyapunov equations involves the
reduction of each of matrices
and
to a real Schvr
form (RSF). For efficiency reasons the reduction of A,
Ai and A, t o RSF is preferable t o be done independently and only once. Therefore, for computational
convenience we prefer t o work with an alternative (permuted) realization of W,G

Another way to ensure stability of reduced models in
the case of two-sided weights for all subunitary values of
parameters a, and a,, is to use a modified combination
method, where we apply the modified method of Enns
to the grammians used in the combination method.
This can be done-by defizing new fictitious input and
output matrices B and C , respectively, such that the
frequency-weighted grammians Pv and QV satisfy

With the realization (4) of GW, and with the realization (14)of W,G, 2;and
are in RSF if A, A; and A,
are in RSF. Note that the observability gramian Q corresponding t o realization (14) has the permuted block
structure

x, xo

x,

(compare this with

Q defined in ( 6 ) )

If we partition 3 and fi as
S=

I

[.I

0

B and (? are defined as in (12) using the decompositions
(10) with

S E S=
~

(4

{ XY
{ XY

,

E= [R"
0

""1
R22

we have immediately that the Choleskv factors of
PE = S E S and
~ Q E = R$RE corresponding t o Enus'
method are given by

-

(4

]

522

= -APEL - PELAT
= -A~Q
EL - QELA

s ~ ~ s T ~ + s ~ ~ s T ZR, ~ R =E R L R ~ ~ + R T ~ R I ~ .

Thus, to compute SE the RQ-factorization of the matrix [ S I IS l z ] must be performed, while for comput-

= -APELAT+PEL
= - A ~ L
QA ~ Q E L

+

ing R E the QR-factorization of

Note that any combination of grammians ( P E L ~ Q V ) ,
( P v , Q E L ) or
, ( P v ,Q v ) guarantees the stability of approximations for two-sided weighting.
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[ 2;]

must be per-

formed. Both these factorizations can be computed using well established factorization updating techniques
[4] which fully exploit the upper triangular shapes of
S l l and R22.

For the Cholesky factors of PL = SLST and QL =
RzRL corresponding to the method of 161 we simply
have
SL= S11, R L = R22.

with the error norm is IIW,(G - G,)W,J(, = 0.0855.
Stability has been also achieved by using the combination method for all values of a, and a, satisfying
0.7 5 a, 1 and 0.7 5 a, 5 1.

Thus, by working directly with the Cholesky factors we
completely avoid the matrix inversions necessary when
forming PL and Q L directly from (8). Therefore, no
difficulties are expected to be encountered when P 2 2 =
S22S5 or Q22 = RTIR1l are ill-conditioned or even
exactly singular (i.e., the state space representations of
W, and/or W, are not minimal).

Since the weights vanish at s = co, forcing G(s) to
be exactly matched by its approximation at s = w is
in a sense wasteful. Indeed, the weights assume their
greatest magnitude at s = 0, and SPA forces an exact
match at s = 0, and presumably a good match near
this point. It is hardly surprising for this problem that
a better result is achieved with SPA.

For the combined problem, the Cholesky factors of
PEL= S E L S ~ Land QEL = RsLREL are given by

Example 2. This is a discrete-time example from [lo]

+
+

SELSZL = S~isTr (1 - aI)SizsT2,
R ~ , S E L = R@22
(1 - a:)RT2R12

<

-3

G(z) =

2%

1 . 1 ~ 3- 0.01:~ - 0 . 2 7 5 ~- 0.06

with the weights

and can be computed from the RQ-decomposition
of [Sii m S l a ] and QR-decomposition of
1
R22
1
For the modified method, the Cholesky factors of P v =
SvSF and Q v = R;Rv result by solving (13) directly
for these factors using the algorithin of Hammarling [5]
Having the Cholesky-factors for the frequency-weighted
grammians, we can compute in a numerical reliable way
the truncation matrices L and T using either the SR
or BFSR technique. The new square-root formulations
of both the FQrBT and FWSPA methods are entirely
satisfactory from a numerical point of view and can
serve as a basis for robust software implementations of
the frequency-weighted balancing related approach.

The frequency weighted Hankel singular values for
Enns' method are {1.1439, 0.3106, 0.2391, 0.0032).
The first order approximation computed with the
discrete-time version of the FWBT method of Enns
gives an unstable reduced model [10]. Once again the
FWSPA method gives a stable reduced model

fulfilling a very good approximation error bound
I(W,(G - G,)LV;((, = 0.4812.

Example 3. This is the fourth order model used in [lo]
with the frequency weights

Wi = W, = (-4.512,312,1.512,12).
5 Numerical examples
We performed reductions to orders r of G, 3, 2 and
Example 1. This example, taken fronl [lo], shows that
the FWBT method of Enns may yield unstable reduced
order models. ~h~ original continuoustime system has
the TFM
8s' f 6s 2
G(s) =
s3+4s2+5s+2

+

and the input and output weights are

1
w, = rv,
s +3'

1
s+4'

using the
method taking as
of
that the
a =O
a = " C = "0 0' 0.5 and
c o n e s ~ o n d sto Enns' method while a = 1 corresponds
t o the method of 161. In each case we computed the
weighted approximation error IIU.b(G - G,)WiI/, for
both the FWBT and FWSPA methods. The results
are given in Table 1, where for comparison purposes,
we have added in the last column the results reported
for the method proposed in [15].

= --

The frequency weighted Hankel singular values for the
Enns' method are I0.0513, 0.0417, 0.0057). The first
order approximation computed with the Enns' method
gives an unstable model [lo]. However, Enns' method
used in conjunction with the SPA method gives

Table 1: Weighted errors for the FWBT, FWSPA and
method of Wang et al. [IS]

2.398s + 1.739
G, =
s + 1.739
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